Sun Country Airlines aims for the sky
with industry-leading customer service.

In a highly competitive business, Sun Country Airlines knows that winning
customer loyalty means providing a positive experience for all passengers.
In fact, Minneapolis-based Sun Country has been recognized for their
extraordinary service by being ranked in the Top Ten Domestic Airlines by
both Travel+Leisure and Condé Nast Travelers.
Part of that reputation for outstanding customer service means that in
the rare instance when a passenger’s luggage gets delayed or misplaced,
Sun Country will do whatever it takes to remedy the situation and reunite
the item with its owner as soon as possible. In such cases, Sun Country
quickly locates the items — everything from baggage to strollers, car seats
and medical equipment — and delivers them via courier to the passenger,
whether that person is at home, at a hotel or even at work.
CHALLENGES In the past, Sun Country used local contractors for delivery
services in each of their destination cities. This approach created inconsistent
experiences for passengers as well as for Sun Country baggage service
employees. Sun Country wanted to find a solution that completed the
delivery cycle at the same high level of service for which they’re known.

How We Helped
•	Provided fast, consistent
baggage delivery to Sun
Country passengers
•	Increased customer
confidence with uniformed
drivers in branded vehicles

“Besides passenger safety, customer service is the number one most
important thing. Our gold standard of customer service marries up very
closely with that of FedEx.”
— Eric Curry, VP of Sales and Customer Experience, Sun Country Airlines

SOLUTIONS “When FedEx SameDay® City came on board, it was like
winning the lottery,” says Jack Fisher, Baggage Services Lead at Sun Country.
“Shortly after we enter a customer claim, we have a FedEx SameDay City
driver right here in our office to pick up the items.” The quick response and
fast delivery from FedEx SameDay City has made a big difference to Sun
Country’s baggage services staff in Minneapolis — as well as in other major
cities like Seattle, Boston and Washington, D.C. It’s possible, however,
that they appreciate the tracking feature even more. Once the driver scans
the delivery tag, an email is sent to the passenger alerting them that their
luggage is on the way. “The email provides the passenger peace of mind
and prevents a lot of anxious phone calls to our office,” Fisher says.
RESULTS “Everyone from our reservation agents to our pilots, flight
attendants and luggage service personnel are driven by a desire to create
a great experience for our customers. Now FedEx SameDay City helps us
complete the loop,” Eric Curry says. “As we continue to grow and add new
destinations, we plan to grow our relationship with FedEx SameDay City,
too.”
• Speed. Improved response time, smooth pickup and fast deliveries
•	Tracking. When the luggage tag is scanned, it triggers an email to the
passenger alerting them that their items are on the way.
•	Professionalism. Branded vehicles and uniformed drivers provide peace
of mind for customers.
GET STARTED TODAY. Find out how FedEx SameDay City can
help your organization with same-day door-to-door delivery.
Go to fedex.com/samedaycity or call 1.800.399.5999.

SUN COUNTRY STATS

1983 Began flying
omestic and
33	Dinternational
destinations

1.8M Passengers in 2015

